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Scanning Electron Microscopy Dopant Contrast Imaging
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in surface nanotexturing or black silicon (BSi) technology show promise for
enhancing the energy conversion efficiency of solar cells from the improved
optical performance if other associated
losses can be limited.[1–8] However, the
integration of nanotextures into solar cells
is complicated by its altered surface passivation[9] and dopant diffusion[10,11] behavior
compared to planar or microtextured
silicon. In particular, the spatial dopant
distribution of n+ BSi is challenging to
characterize.[10] Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)[12,13] and electrochemical
capacitance-voltage (ECV) profiling,[14] the
two most commonly used techniques for
dopant profiling, are both only calibrated
for planar or random pyramid (RP) surfaces.[15] For a nanotextured specimen with
a highly roughened surface structure, the
chemical etching rate (for ECV) and ionreflection (for SIMS) would be drastically
different than those from a sample with a
planar surface, posing challenges in converting the measured signal into a dopant
profile. Therefore, both SIMS and ECV techniques are not compatible for measuring specimens with nanotextured surfaces.
Although other techniques are reported to be compatible with
textured specimens, such as terahertz time-domain spectroscopy,[16] few offer 2D dopant profiling capability. Therefore,
an alternative dopant profiling technology capable of probing
the doping level of a textured semiconductor while offering a
spatially resolved dopant distribution map is of great interest.
Scanning electron microscopy for dopant contrast imaging
(SEMDCI) with valid quantification would be an ideal tool for
characterizing dopant distributions in nanotextured Si samples.
The SEMDCI technique uses the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image contrast, which originates from the collected secondary electron (SE) signal intensity, and is sensitive to dopant
type in semiconductor samples, with p-type regions appearing
bright and n-type regions appearing dark.[17]
Stemming from SEM’s fast imaging procedure, high spatial sensitivity, and simple sample preparation, SEMDCI has
attracted great interest from photovoltaic (PV) researchers and
the PV industry for more than a decade. SEMDCI has now been
used widely to characterize industrial Si wafers with p-type
(boron) diffused emitters[18–22] and aluminum localized back
surface contacts (LBSF).[23–33] However, reports of SEMDCI

Phosphorous dopant diffusion profiles feature in many silicon semiconductor
devices, including the vast majority of silicon solar cells. Accurate spatially
resolved dopant profiling is crucial for understanding the performance of
these diffused regions, however, it is very challenging to obtain such profiles
in non-planar samples. Scanning electron microscopy for dopant contrast
imaging (SEMDCI), where the secondary electron (SE) image contrast is used
to determine the dopant level of a semiconductor sample, is an ideal candidate for Si dopant profiling, especially for silicon samples with surface nanotexturing or black silicon (BSi) technology. However, in previous SEMDCI
studies, the dopant concentration of heavily doped n-type layers in silicon
samples have shown a poor correlation with the SE signal contrast. In this
work, 1) good contrast for n-type diffused silicon without contrast-enhancing
techniques; 2) a new contrast definition to account for imaging non-uniformities; 3) clear correlations between SE contrast and sample work function for
phosphorus-diffused planar silicon specimens across a wide range of emitter
profiles; 4) implementation of an empirical baseline correction to normalize
scanning electron microscopy image condition variations, are presented. This
SEMDCI method is subsequently used for the first time to obtain 2D electron
concentration maps for both planar and BSi samples.

1. Introduction
The ability to spatially resolve dopant profiles is of key interest
for characterizing photovoltaic solar cells employing features
like localized doping or diffused nanotextures. Recent advances
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imaging of phosphorus emitters are less common, including
homogeneous diffused emitters,[34–36] and localized selective
emitters.[20,37] A more recent PV application of SEMDCI imaging
has been characterizing nanotextured BSi. Metal-catalyst
chemical etching (MCCE) and reactive ion etching (RIE) are two
major BSi fabrication methods[38,39] studied for PV applications.
In our previous work, we have shown how SEMDCI imaging
of phosphorus-diffused RIE and MCCE silicon nanotextures
provides greater insight into the role of surface morphology on
the spatial distribution of dopants.[10,11,40] However, when summarizing previous SEMDCI studies, we noticed that there are
still some significant gaps that require further work, such as:
what is the origin of the SE signal contrast, how to properly
calibrate the signal, and why have n-type doped regions exhibited poor correlation with SE signal. While the mechanism for
dopant contrast remains unclear, there is strong evidence that it
is directly related to the sample work function, Φ(sample), as suggested by the simulation work of Cazaux[41] and the empirical
work of Heath et al.[35] Given that the conduction band edge of
a p–n junction is directly related to electron carrier concentration,[42] it should be possible to directly convert an SEMDCI
image into an electron concentration map. This work provides
clear insights into the working principle of SEMDCI and the
difficulties presented in the literature with imaging n-type
regions. We use a simple SEM technique without employing
any contrast-enhancing techniques to achieve high-quality
SEMDCI measurements. We demonstrate a clear quantitative correlation between the SEM signal and the sample work
function, Φ(sample), for phosphorus-diffused planar silicon samples across a wide range of doping profiles. This correlation is
used to convert the SE signal into electron concentration (via
its relationship with Φ(sample)), thus enabling the creation of 2D
electron concentration maps of phosphorus-diffused silicon
samples. The challenges with directly converting the SEMDCI
signal to phosphorus concentration are also discussed. We provide guidelines for baseline correction based on a new contrast
definition, normalized effective intensity [NEI(%)], so that variations between different SEM imaging sessions or conditions
can be accounted for. We propose that the baseline correction
can improve the flexibility of future SEMDCI work conducted
on the same SEM system, so that 2D electron concentration
mapping for any specimen can be derived without simultaneously imaging a corresponding reference sample. We validate
the mapping method on a phosphorus-diffused planar silicon
sample. Finally, we apply our method to three differently textured Si samples with phosphorus diffusions. The 2D maps can
be utilized to help understand the dopant distribution from a
POCl3 diffusion and how the surface morphology impacts the
diffusion process. The outlook for achieving 2D phosphorus
dopant concentration maps and higher-quality SEMDCI images
for diffused nanotextured silicon are also discussed.

2. SEMDCI: An Insightful Overview
2.1. Background
The SEM capability of examining the p–n junction was first
reported by Oatley and Everhart in 1957, where a noticeable
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variation in brightness was observed at the location of the junction.[43] In 1983, Seiler reviewed the experimental data of SE
emission in the SEM system and concluded that the contrast
of the SEM images is predominantly arising from: 1) material
contrast, 2) topography contrast, 3) electron channeling and
crystallographic contrast, 4) magnetic contrast or voltage contrast due to surface ferroelectrics, and 5) voltage contrast due to
the specimen’s surface potentials and/or the deflection of SE in
the electric fields at the specimen’s surface.[44] Therefore, in the
conventional SE imaging mode, the SEs that reach the detector
and form SEM images could be restrained to solely correlate
with the specimen’s surface potentials with an optimized experimental set-up. According to refs. [17,45–47], the imaging conditions for obtaining optimal dopant contrast were different from
those typically used for conventional SEM imaging (i.e., for
structural characterization).
2.2. SEMDCI Issues with n-Type Doping
Correlation studies of the SE signal intensity to the surface
potential of semiconductors has been carried out since 1967.[48]
From 1995, researchers have tried to link SEM contrast to
doping concentration for various structures, including heterostructure layers,[49] p+ silicon doped from a solid source overlayer,[50] an InGaAsP-based laser device,[51,52] and devices with
heavily doped layers grown by chemical vapor deposition[17] or
molecular beam epitaxy.[53] Venables et al.[47,50] and Elliot et al.[17]
provided guidelines for establishing a quantitative correlation for
SEMDCI between the SE signal and the doping profile of borondoped silicon (p-type Si), giving details about its sensitivity, spatial resolution, calibration, and data correlation issues. Kazemian
et al. tested the effect of SEM experimental conditions on contrast for a silicon-based p–n junction specimen, reporting that
magnification, accelerating voltage, scan time per frame, and
electron beam current could potentially affect the dopant contrast.[45] Fundamental quantitative correlation research presented
by Venables et al.,[47,50] Elliot et al.,[17] Kazemian et al.,[45] and
Chee et al.[54] were mainly based on Si with an abrupt junction
(i.e., uniformly doped zone), and provide critical guidelines for
obtaining reliable quantification, namely using a suitable reference sample, using the same magnification, scan time, etc.
Interestingly, most quantitative studies that correlate the
SEM dopant contrast to the doping level are based on silicon
with a heavily-doped boron layer. Elliot et al. pointed out that
the contrast of a silicon specimen with a heavily doped n-type
layer shows little or no dependence on the dopant concentration.[17] Similar results can be found in the work presented
by Venables et al.[50] and Xu et al.[20] Hovorka et al. employed
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) as a more sensitive
alternative to the SEM and probing the surface energy spectra
for Si with different dopant concentrations with its mechanism
of hot electron generation.[55] Heath et al. applied external bias
and varied the bias to calibrate the SE signal.[36] Hovorka et al.
and Heath et al. are the only two cases found to successfully
establish a monotonic dependency between the image intensity
and the doping levels for Si with an n-type emitter.
In 2010, Cazaux published a thorough study on SE image
formation.[41] He investigated the SE emission pattern from
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the specimen and the SE signal collected from the detector.
The study was carried out based on theoretical calculations
and validated experimentally. He found that in addition to the
surface work function of the specimen [Φ(sample)], the detector’s
work function [Φ(det.)] also has an impact on the final SE signal.
When Φ(sample) is larger than Φ(det.), the emitted SEs are accelerated toward the detector. When Φ(sample) is lower than Φ(det.), the
emitted SEs are decelerated toward the detector, and the SEs
with lower kinetic energy will be rejected, resulting in a sharp
cut-off in the detected SE. In Cazaux’s work, the ratio between
the SE signal intensity detected with and without being affected
by the specimen’s surface work function, kΦ, is the metric used
to describe the dopant contrast. He pointed out that the sharp
cut-off of the SE spectrum was the major contributor affecting
the kΦ, which is highly dependent on the Φ(det.). Although the
value of Φ(det.) is generally unknown, his calculations indicated
that only a higher value of Φ(det.) ensures that the detector can
distinguish between SE intensities collected from n-type region
to p-type region (i.e., contrast). Furthermore, only with a higher
value of Φ(det.), will the SE intensity collected from the n-type
region exhibit a linear correlation with the Φ(sample). Cazaux’s
work provides insight into why previous SEMDCI studies of Si
with heavily doped n-type profiles failed to report any dependence of contrast on the dopant concentration. With the development of scintillation material and photomultipliers, modern
SEM systems tend to have higher Φ(det.) values and therefore
provide better capability to enable quantitative correlations for
SEMDCI of n-type doped silicon.
2.3. Challenges for Creating 2D Dopant Maps
When summarizing the experimental results over the recent
two decades, we identified a few research gaps for SEMDCI
that require further attention. First of all, there have been limited reports of 2D dopant profiling studies conducted on textured Si, and the only textured studied has been the commonly
used upright random pyramid texture.[56,57] Quantitative correlations between SE signal and doping levels have usually been
established either for just a single planar sample,[17,47,51] or for a
planar reference sample used for calibrating a textured sample,
where both samples are measured simultaneously within the
SEM system.[56] The use of such limited configurations may
be due to the sensitivity of the SE spectral distribution to the
varied imaging condition. That is to say, any subtle changes
during the SEM session, such as vacuum level, the relative
angle and distance between the specimen, and other electron
detectors distributed in the SEM chamber, could potentially
affect the final SE signal intensity being collected.
Second, for the establishment of quantitative correlation, the
most commonly used definitions of contrast (C(%)) are those
listed in Equations (1),[20,47,58] (2),[17] and (3).[36,51]
C (%) =

C (%) =

[(I

d

− I ref ) − (I sub − I ref )]

2 × [(I d − I ref ) + (I sub − I ref )]

× 100%

I d − I sub
× 100%
I sub − I ref
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C (%) =

I d − I sub
× 100%
I sub

(3)

where Id is the intensity at the doped layer, Isub is the intensity of the substrate and Iref is the reference or the dark-level
intensity, taken when the primary beam was turned on in the
absence of the specimen. It should be noted that Isubis typically
determined using either a single point pixel intensity at the
specimen’s substrate or the average value for the specimen’s
substrate. However, such approaches ignore any image background variations stemming, for example, from non-uniform
illumination or scattered electrons. When applying Equations
(1), (2) and (3) to our test image, the C(%) could vary up to
±20% with different Isub chosen, making the established quantitative correlation a bit vague.
Moreover, in previous studies, a variety of assistive sample
treatments were employed for SEMDCI in order to enhance
image contrast including sample treatment with CMOS electronic grade ammonium fluoride solution,[54] use of high-pass SE
energy filtering to reduce the influence of contamination,[47,54,59]
and application of an external bias.[36] Such additional sample
treatments can be impractical and could potentially introduce other uncertainties when correlating the SEM signal to
the dopant level.
2.4. Addressing Knowledge Gaps
Based on the overview provided above, we suggest that a
more rigorous quantitative correlation method should be able
to handle these imaging conditions induced variables and
uncertainties arising from data analysis. With a comprehensive understanding of the SEMDCI working principle based
on Cazaux’s work, the goals of this work are: 1) demonstrate
that a quantitative SEMDCI research study is achievable for Si
with n-type doping, 2) provide solutions for baseline correction
when interpreting the SE signal with regards to doping level,
and 3) achieve a simple SEM characterization method without
requiring any special pre-treatment, thus achieving a more
universal SEMDCI technique.

3. Experimental Section
3.1. Sample Preparation
One set of 180 µm thick, double-sided chemically polished,
and planar 156 mm industrial silicon wafers were used for the
quantitative correlation study. The planar silicon wafer set had a
boron base doping with an average 2.70 Ω cm resistivity. Wafers
were diffused using a Tempress tube furnace employing eight
different POCl3 diffusion recipes, with varying drive-in temperature and O2 flow rate. The planar silicon samples with different diffusion profiles were named according to their POCl3
diffusion conditions, with experimental details listed in Table 1.
Another set of textured silicon wafers, with RP, MCCE, and RIE
surface texturing, were used for demonstrating the 2D dopant
mapping capability. The RP and MCCE textures were applied
to 180 µm thick, 156 mm industrial p-type silicon wafers with
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of ≈3 mm under immersion mode at 12 000× magnification. All
the planar n+ doped Si samples were freshly cleaved just prior
to loading into the SEM sample chamber. For each specimen,
a region-of-interest (ROI) was chosen for SEMDCI where a
perfect Si cleavage plane was achieved with no obvious surface
striations, defects, or dust. By doing so, contrast mechanisms
stemming from different crystallographic orientations, different inclinations, or floating objects can be avoided. SEMDCI
images were always taken “fresh” without prior PE beam exposure, that is, without the ROI being continuously scanned
before imaging. Therefore, the accumulation of electrons is
minimized, and the charging effect is suppressed.

Table 1. Planar Si samples with eight distinct emitter diffusion conditions.
Sample ID

Deposition
temperature [°C]

Drive-in
temperature [°C]

Drive-in O2:N2
gas flow ratio [%]

1ST-830

830

N/A

N/A

1ST-850

850

N/A

N/A

2-830-0

775

830

0

2-830-50

775

830

50

2-865-0

775

865

0

2-865-50

775

865

50

2-900-0

775

900

0

2-900-50

775

900

50

RP and MCCE ref. [10]

775

865

0

RIE ref. [40]

795

855

0.017

3.4. SE Signal Intensity and Contrast Interpretation

2.7 Ω cm resistivity. The RIE texture was applied to 250 µm
thick, 150 mm float zone p-type silicon wafers with 1 Ω cm
resistivity. A more detailed description of the POCl3 diffusion
conditions for the RP and MCCE samples can be found in
ref. [10], and those for the RIE sample can be found in ref. [40].
3.2. Dopant Profiling
The total (absolute) phosphorous concentration profiles for
the diffused planar silicon wafers were measured with time-offlight SIMS (Tof-SIMS) using an IONTOF TOF.SIMS 5, while
the corresponding active doping concentrations were measured
with ECV. For Tof-SIMS, the depth profiles were calibrated
with an in situ measurement of a reference sample of known
thickness and validated by measuring the crater depth after the
measurement. ECV profiles were calibrated with a four-point
probe sheet resistance measurement following the method
described in ref. [60]. Measured phosphorus profiles were fitted
with a combination of exponential, Gaussian, or inverse error
functions (ERFC), using the PVLighthouse sheet resistance
calculator,[61] to determine the dopant levels below the ECV
and Tof-SIMS detection limits, especially where the boron and
phosphorus concentrations were at a similar level.
The conduction band edges for the fitted phosphorus profiles were determined with PC-1D[62] using Schenk’s bandgap
narrowing model.[63] The corresponding sample workfunction
[Φ(sample)] profiles were determined by assuming a constant Si
electron affinity (χSi) of 4.05 eV.
Φ(sample ) = χ Si + (E C − E F )

(4)

The Φ(sample) profiles were then used for establishing a
numerical correlation with the SEM intensity.
3.3. SEMDCI Imaging
Cross-sectional SEMDCI was performed using an FEI Nova
NanoSEM450 FE-SEM. The SE images were captured with a primary electron (PE) beam accelerating voltage of 1.00 kV, a spot
size of 4.0, a dwelling time of 10 µs, and SE signals were collected by a through-lens-detector (TLD) with a working distance
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For each SEMDCI image, a pixel-wise intensity (Iraw) was
extracted from a ROI with width-by-depth dimensions of at
least 500 by 300 pixels. In order to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio, a Gaussian filter was first applied to the ROI image in
MATLAB and then an averaged line-scan was determined from
at least 500 line-scans. As explained in Section 2, a baseline
intensity should be used to determine contrast instead of using
Isub, so that illumination non-uniformities can be corrected. In
order to determine a more accurate baseline intensity, a large
section of the ROI corresponding to the substrate was fitted
with a second-order polynomial.
I baseline = p1 x 2 + p2 x + p3

(5)

where p1, p2, and p3 are the fitting parameters and x is the pixel
depth. The polynomial was then extrapolated to the rest of
the ROI. Then a newly proposed contrast, referred to here as
normalized effective intensity [NEI(%)], was defined as
NEI ( % ) =

(I raw − I baseline )
I baseline

(6)

The corresponding Φ(sample) and NEI(%) values for all planar
samples were then plotted against each other to establish quantitative correlations. More details, including the application of
an additional correction factor, will be given in Section 4.4.
3.5. 2D Electron Concentration Mapping
While Φ(sample) is related to doping, it is not an intuitive parameter for monitoring changes in doping levels. Therefore,
the corresponding electron concentrations, which are directly
related to Φ(sample), were also determined using PC-1D and
served as the doping-related parameter used in the final 2D
maps. By combining the correlation between Φ(sample) and
NEI(%) and the relation between Φ(sample) and the electron concentration, the authors were able to convert SEMDCI images
into 2D electron concentration maps. This approach was first
validated on a planar sample with a known diffusion profile,
prior to applying it to textured silicon samples.
Electron concentration maps were also determined for
three POCl3 diffused textured Si specimens: RP, MCCE, and
RIE. The diffusion conditions for the RP, MCCE, and RIE
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textured samples are described in Table 1, and their diffusion
profiles were unknown. All the textured samples were freshly
cleaved and characterized with SEMDCI under the following
conditions: primary beam accelerating voltage of 1.00 kV, spot
size 4.0, dwelling time 10 µs, and SE image captured by a
through-lens-detector with a working distance of ≈3 mm under
immersion mode, and 24 000× magnification.
A Gaussian filter with a radius of 0.5 was first applied to
the ROI image in FIJI.[64] Followed by that, the NEI(%) for
the textured samples was determined following the methodology described in Section 3.2 and the corresponding electron
concentration was found using the fore-described correlation
between the Φ(sample) and NEI(%), established with the planar
silicon conditions.
3.6. Overall workflow
An overview of the process implemented to convert an
SEMDCI image into a local electron concentration map is
shown in Figure 1. A set of planar silicon samples was utilized
as reference samples for this quantitative SEMDCI work (with
grey frames). Both SEMDCI and dopant profiling were carried
out on the reference samples to establish a quantitative correlation between the SE intensity signal (here NEI(%) was used)
and the dopant related signal (here Φ(sample) was used). Corresponding electron concentration, n, values were determined

for the Φ(sample) values and served as the dopant-related parameter in the final 2D maps. The relation between Φ(sample)
and n was then used to translate NEI values into n values.
The textured Si samples were then used as an input (with
yellow frame) for obtaining 2D electron concentration maps
(with red frame).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. 1D Dopant Profiling
The dopant concentration profiles for Sample 2-865-0 are
shown in Figure 2a. The dash-dot and dashed lines were
measured from ECV and Tof-SIMS, respectively. Both measurements provide accurate dopant profiling when the phosphorous concentration is greater than 1 × 1018 cm−3. When
the doping concentration is lower, Tof-SIMS has reached its
detection limit, and the ECV measurement was affected by the
background doping near the p–n junction. Therefore, a fitted
doping concentration profile was used to replace both Tof-SIMS
and ECV profile in order to better interpret the actual doping
level, especially at lower doping levels, where background boron
concentration partly compensated the phosphorous concentration. The fitted doping concentration profiles for all the planar
Si samples are shown in Figure 2b, and the corresponding
Φ(sample) are shown in Figure 2c, which will be used later for the

Figure 1. Overall workflow of the quantitative SEMDCI study.
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the fitted metallurgical junction depth ranging from around
250 to 1000 nm. This wide range of diffusion profiles will
provide significant statistics when establishing quantitative correlations in the following sections.
4.2. Dopant Contrast Imaging of Planar Samples
A ROI from a SEMDCI image for the 2-865-0 condition is shown
in Figure 3a, the phosphorous doped region in the planar sample
appeared as a dark band in the SEMDCI. The corresponding
average line scan (Iraw) across the ROI and the extrapolated baseline intensity (Ibaseline) are shown in Figure 3b, with depth from
the surface of the specimen to the bulk. The NEI(%) profiles for
all the planar samples are shown in Figure 3c. By comparing
the NEI(%) profiles in Figure 3c versus the Φ(sample) displayed
in Figure 2c, the width of the doped regions derived from the
SEMDCI is in good agreement with the band width of the
Φ(sample) calculated from the doping profile.
It should be noted that the “0” distance point in the NEI(%)
profile corresponds to a pixel position chosen close to the bright
edge in the ROI and thus constitutes a very approximate initial
guess that requires further calibration. The depth calibration

Figure 2. a) The dopant concentration profiles for Sample 2-865-0; b) The
fitted doping concentration profiles for all the diffused planar Si samples
and c) their corresponding Φ(sample) profiles.

quantitative correlation with SEMDCI intensity. The planar silicon samples exhibit a wide range of doping profiles, with surface concentrations varying from 2 × 1019 to 1 × 1021 cm−3, and
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Figure 3. a) An SEMDCI ROI for the 2-865-0 condition with the direction
of a single line scan indicated. b) The corresponding average value (Iraw)
(for at least 500 line scans) of the SE intensity across the ROI (solid
line) and the extrapolated Ibaseline (dashed line). c) The NEI(%) profiles
for all the planar Si samples calculated based on the method described
in Section 3.2.
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(and edge definition) of the NEI(%) profiles, based on the
Φ(sample) profiles, will be explained further in the next subsection.
4.3. Qualitative Correlation for Depth-Calibrated NEI(%)
versus Φ(sample)
The NEI(%) and Φ(sample) profiles for the 2-865-0 condition are
presented in Figure 4a. Both curves exhibit very similar shapes
starting from a distance of roughly 50 nm. As mentioned in
the previous subsection, the surface edge (i.e., distance = 0 nm)
detection for the NEI(%) curve is not evident due to SEM edge
effects. SE’s tend to emit more from the edge of a step than
flat regions when the incident electrons scatter in the specimen. Therefore, although the heavily doped surface region
has a much lower surface workfunction, the raw intensity
value read at the surface can appear to be higher than in the
bulk. Edge detection is a common challenge for image analysis
in general[65] and is particularly difficult for SEMDCI. Most

quantitative SEMDCI studies approximate the specimen’s surface location by allocating a pixel where the SE signal exhibits
an inflection.[20,47,56] In order to avoid edge detection issues,
we use here the metallurgical junction location to calibrate our
SE signal depth values. Heath et al. demonstrated that the peak
location of the SE signal derivative showed excellent agreement
with the metallurgical junction for a phosphorus-diffused p–n
junction[35] after showing a correlation between the SE signal
and the electric potential, which is related to the conduction
band edge and work function. The NEI(%) and Φ(sample) derivatives for sample 2-865-0 are also shown in Figure 4a as dashed
lines for reference. The circles in the derivative curves indicate
the peak locations. The depth for the NEI(%) profile was then
corrected by aligning its derivative peak position to that of the
Φ(sample). The resulting depth calibrated NEI(%) profile is shown
in Figure 4b. Excellent agreement between the NEI(%) and the
Φ(sample) profiles is clearly demonstrated, which is similar to
previous studies.[35,53] A quantitative relation between these two
parameters for all the planar conditions is presented in the next
subsection.
4.4. Quantitative Correlation between NEI(%) and Φ(sample)
Scattering plots of NEI(%) versus Φ(sample) for all the diffused
planar Si samples are shown in Figure 5a. It is reasonably
clear that there are monotonic relationships between these two
parameters for each condition, albeit with varying slopes. As
such, we fit the NEI(%) versus Φ(sample) with a linear function.
Φ(sample ) ( eV ) = α × NEI ( % ) + β

Figure 4. a)The NEI(%) profile (black) and Φ(sample) profile (orange)
for the 2-865-0 condition, with corresponding derivative curves shown
as dashed lines. The “0” distance position for the NEI(%) profile is
approximated by choosing the pixel closest to the bright edge in the ROI.
b)The Φ(sample) and the NEI(%) after depth calibration based on the metallurgical junction location indicated by the peak location of the Φ(sample)
derivative curve.
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(7)

where α and β are the slope and intercept, respectively.
The linearity for some of the conditions is relatively poor
at the lower Φ(sample) values, such as for 1ST-850, 2-865-0, and
2-900-0. The edge effect will cause the SE signal read at the
specimen’s edge to be higher than in the flat region, affecting
the image contrast and the monotonic correlation. These three
samples have high surface doping levels (>2 × 1020 cm−3), and
are susceptible to severe edge effects. In addition, those three
samples might exceed the detection limit of SEMDCI, which
matches the upper limitation previously reported in refs.
[45,50,54]. The linearity for condition 2-900-0 between 4.1 and
4.5 eV is inferior to the other samples. This is the most heavily
doped condition, with the deepest metallurgical junction
around 1000 nm. Despite this, we choose not to exclude this
condition as an outlier because relatively good linearity is found
for Φ(sample) values above 4.5 eV. The inset of Figure 5a shows a
zoom-in which highlights the linearity for all samples.
As discussed in Section 2.3, previous quantitative correlation
studies between an SE signal and a doping-related parameter
were usually established with only a single planar sample. This
is the first time that variation in the slope for such a relation has
been presented. Any attempt at converting an SEMDCI image
into a 2D doping related map will require some form of a calibration to account for this slope variation. While the underlying
mechanism requires further investigation, we provide here
an empirical correlation to address the slope variation. When
reviewing the scattering plot of NEI(%) and Φ(sample) and its
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Figure 5. a) A scattering plot of NEI(%) versus Φ(sample) for all the diffused planar Si samples. Inset: zoom-in with linear fits. b) SEMDCI images for all
the planar Si samples (all images share the same scale bar shown for 2-830-0). (c) Slope of the polynomial fitting (α) versus Ibaseline, and d) intercept
of the polynomial fitting (β) versus Ibaseline.

raw SEMDCI results (as displayed in Figure 5b), we found that
there might be correlations between the slope of the polynomial
fitting (α) and the fitted baseline intensity (Ibaseline). The Ibaseline
is related to the overall SEM image illumination level, which
is sensitive to the SEM chamber and operating conditions that
potentially impact the SE trajectory. Environmental factors such
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as vacuum level, the placement of the sample with respect
to other detectors in the vacuum chamber, working distance,
and the SEM specimen holder configuration could all potentially affect the SE trajectory. Plots of the slope (α) and intercept (β) versus Ibaseline for all the planar conditions are shown
in Figure 5c along with linear fits. The slope α is proportional
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to the Ibaseline, while β is relatively independent of Ibaseline.
By fitting the α and Ibaseline with a simple linear correlation
(α = a × Ibaseline + b), we can determine a correction factor to
account for the varying slopes observed in the NEI(%) versus
Φ(sample) plots. Each SEM system could have its own unique
calibrated slope (α) and intercept (β) values. By following such
a calibration procedure, it should be possible to obtain a linear
correlation for a specific SEM system. Therefore, we propose
that a given SEM system could be calibrated with multiple
planar reference samples according to the fore-described correction factor. Once calibrated, the specimen with unknown diffusion conditions could be solved individually without simultaneously imaging a corresponding planar reference sample. Even
under the worst-case scenario, in which the system cannot be
calibrated properly, a self-calibration can also be performed if
roughly knowing the surface and bulk doping levels, and derive
the linear correlation by the textured sample itself. For the SEM
system used in this work, the resulting calibrated slope (α) and
intersection (β) values are

α = 0.103 × I baseline − 6.114

(8)

β ≈ 4.961

(9)

However, a re-calibration would be recommended if there is
any major change in the SEM’s aperture and lens system, such
as after system maintenance or alignment.
4.5. Φ(sample) versus Electron and Phosphorus Concentrations
A very basic analysis of the concentration profiles associated
with the p–n junction will serve to illustrate the limitations of
converting an SEMDCI signal into electron concentration (n)
and phosphorus concentration, [P]. Figure 6a shows the depth
profiles for the phosphorus concentration, [P], the electron
(n) and hole (h) concentrations, and the base doping level for
sample 2-865-0. The n profile follows the [P] profile until the
n-side edge of the depletion region. At this point n drops away

from [P] as the hole concentration increases sharply toward
the metallurgical junction. As such, n is only an accurate
indicator of [P] until the depletion edge. The Φ(sample) versus
electron concentration, n, for all the planar samples are
shown in Figure 6b, as a solid red line. As expected, Φ(sample)
versus n exhibits a clear relationship which allows us to convert NEI(%) to n. The Φ(sample) versus [P] for all the planar Si
samples is also shown in Figure 6b. The relation shows agreement between [P] and n from the high concentration values
down to ≈5 × 1016 cm−3, which corresponds to the edge of the
depletion zone. At this point the [P] related Φ(sample) values collectively branch away from the n-related Φ(sample) values and
then diverge from each other around the base doping level
≈5 × 1015 cm−3, which corresponds to the metallurgical junction. Simply put, the disagreement between Φ(sample) versus n
and versus [P] arises from the band bending occurring around
the metallurgical junction.
As the SEMDCI signal stems from the Φ(sample), which is
related to n, it is only directly proportional to [P] over a limited concentration range, down to the level associated with the
n-side of the depletion zone. This range could be extended to
the concentration level associated with the metallurgical junction by using the Φ(sample)versus [P] relation shown in the inset
of Figure 6b. However, it would not be possible to convert the
SE signal to [P] from the metallurgical junction to the edge of
the depletion zone on the p-side. As such, the SE signal cannot
directly be converted to [P], and a model based analysis would
be required. However, such an approach is beyond the scope of
this study.
Given the limitations of converting the SEMDCI signal to
[P], we use here the relation between Φ(sample) and n to create
2D-n maps. While such maps are not accurate indicators of [P]
past the n-side edge of the depletion zone they should still allow
for relative comparisons between different textured samples.
Furthermore, for BSi samples, the dopant distribution within
the surface nanofeatures (which are far from the depletion
edge) are of great interest so n maps would be of value.
To simplify the Φ(sample) to n conversion, the following linear
fit was applied

Figure 6. a)Concentration profiles for sample 2-865-0, b) Φ(sample) versus n, and versus [P] for all the planar samples. Inset: zoom-in of concentration
range where the relation shows good agreement for both the [P] and n values.
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log 10 ( n ) = c × Φ + d

(10)

where the fitting parameters c and d were found to have values
of 16.9 and 87.7, respectively.

in Figure 7c). Figure 7d shows an average line scan profile taken from the n map, which is in good agreement with
the n calculated based on the Tof-SIMS/ECV fitted doping
concentration.
4.7. Outlook for 2D Phosphorus Mapping of Silicon
Nanotextures

4.6. 2D Electron Concentration Mapping for Planar Si
An SEMDCI image can be converted into a 2D-n map by following the procedure summarized in Figure 1 and applying
Equations (5)–(10). To validate the efficacy of the fore-described
methodology, a second ROI of planar sample 2-865-0 was
imaged separately from the one used for establishing the
Φ(sample) versus NEI(%) correlation. Although 2D SEMDCI
boron concentration maps have been demonstrated elsewhere,[56,57] a 2D SEMDCI phosphorus-concentration-related
map is being demonstrated here for the first time.
As shown in Figure 7a, the SEMDCI image has non-uniform illumination. Therefore, similar to the procedure applied
to line scans, the substrate ROI was fitted with a third-order
surface polynomial. The surface fitting was then extrapolated
to the surface edge (n+ doped region) (as shown in Figure 7b)
to correct the illumination effects. As such, the NEI(%) can
be solved spatially with the Ibaseline obtained from the surface fitting, and the corresponding spatially resolved n can
be obtained accordingly using Equations (5)–(10) (as shown

After validating the process for converting an SEMDCI image
into an electron concentration map (described in Figure 1) with
a diffused planar sample in the previous subsection, we next
test our method on diffused RP textured and nanotextured
(MCCE and RIE) samples. The limitations introduced by surface texture and the outlook for achieving high-quality maps
of silicon nanotextures are discussed. In order to evaluate the
ability of our method to detect any differences in the spatial
distribution of phosphorus in textured silicon, which we have
previously associated with surface morphology changes,[10,11]
we investigate samples with similar sheet resistance from our
previous studies. The sheet resistance values for the RP and
MCCE samples were 66.1 and 64.6 Ω sq−1, respectively,[10] and
that of the RIE sample was 67.8 Ω sq−1.[40]
The cross-sectional SEMDCI results and electron concentration (n) maps for RP, MCCE, and RIE-BSi are shown in
Figure 8. At first glance the concentration values for all the

Figure 7. a) SEMDCI for a second ROI for the planar Si sample 2-865-0, taken separately from the one used for the quantitative correlation shown
in Figure 5a. b) Ibaseline map derived from polynomial surface fitting with a power of 3 for both x- and y-directions. c) n map derived from the process
applying Equations (5)–(10) and d) n taken from the an average line scan profile of SEMDCI compared with n calculated based on the Tof-SIMS/ECV
fitted doping concentration.
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Figure 8. SEMDCI images and the corresponding electron concentration (n) maps for a,b) RP, c,d) MCCE, and e,f) RIE. All the SEM images share the
same scale bar shown below (e). All the intensity maps share the same scale bar shown below (f).

sample (Figure 8b,d,f) are within the typical range for POCl3
diffused silicon. However, we note that for all the n maps the
distribution in the n+ layers do not appear to be uniform or to
exhibit a clear gradient from the surface into the substrate, as
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expected from diffusion simulations.[10,11] Furthermore, all the
n maps also exhibit a poor signal at the surface edges.
The observed “graininess” may be improved with an improved
signal processing algorithm for post-SEMDCI image analysis.
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The current method employs a Gaussian filter which is unlikely
optimized for these images. Improvements may also be achieved
with optimized imaging conditions, which may require the
need for contrast-enhancing techniques like low energy filters.
However, further investigation would be required. We note that
the edge effect in combination with the apparent detection limit
of SEMDCI will limit the accuracy in the upper concentration
range. For a textured specimen, the surface morphology tends
to trap more electrons at the near-surface region during SEM
measurements, causing more severe edge effects than for a
planar sample. Therefore, the doping level observed at a texture’s
near-surface region can be much lower than expected. Also, this
technique is best suited to single-phase or mono-crystalline material. As described in Section 2.1, any additional structure would
introduce SE contrast arising from other effects, such as the
material contrast and crystallographic contrast. Last, it remains
unknown if the surface texturing would affect the monotonic correlation we established. Although the incident primary electron
beam impinges the specimen on its cross-section, the surface
morphology could still potentially impact the SE spectral distribution and cause an SE signal bias in a quantitative study.
Despite the above limitations, qualitative comparisons can be
made between the samples. The n maps for the RP and MCCE
conditions in Figures 8b and 8d, respectively, exhibit qualitatively
similar n distributions in their n+ layers, suggesting that the
MCCE texture does not greatly impact the distribution of phosphorus compared to RP (Figure 8d) even within the smallest
MCCE surface features. The n map for the RIE texture shown
in Figure 8f, some of the tall needle-like features on the lefthand side appear to be less impacted by edge effects and higher
n levels are observed at the tips of the nanofeatures compared
to the tips of the smallest MCCE features or the pyramid tips
for RP. While these results suggest enhanced doping within the
needle-like features, it should be noted that the corresponding
sheet resistance is not lower than RP or MCCE. These results
are consistent with our previous 3D diffusion and electrical
simulation results, which indicated that although larger nanofeatures (with lower surface-to-volume ratios) can have significantly
higher doping in their tips,[10,11] these regions do not significantly
contribute to the measured sheet resistance as the lateral current
flow is concentrated in the underlying substrate.[11]
In order to achieve fully calibrated phosphorus concentration maps of BSi, significantly more complex techniques would
likely need to be developed. There are some characterization
alternatives that offer spatially resolved doping analysis for semiconductor devices which may provide insights for such future
development. Jiang et al. have used Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) on a multi-crystalline silicon solar cell with a textured top surface,[66] but achieved significantly lower resolution
than the SEMDCI result reported by Heath et al. for a similar
sample.[34] Koren et al. have used KPFM with sequential etching
steps to investigate the radial doping distribution of an individual silicon nanowire specimen. To the best of our knowledge,
the most advanced dopant distribution measurement technique is atom probe tomography (APT), which has been used
by Thompson et al. for a Si microtip specimen.[67] However, it
would be challenging to implement such a technique on typical
BSi samples due to APT’s volumetric limitations. Compared to
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those aforementioned characterization alternatives, SEMDCI
is advantageous due to its fast imaging procedure, high spatial
sensitivity, and simple sample preparation. Although it is still
not possible to accurately image phosphorus in BSi, the method
presented is the first step toward achieving it.

5. Conclusion
In summary, we have provided a clear insightful overview of the
recent progress and the working principle of SEMDCI, while
also providing a comprehensive SEMDCI quantitative study of
n-type diffused silicon. We first summarized previous SEMDCI
experimental results from the literature and suggested that
failed attempts to demonstrate any dependence of contrast on
the dopant concentration for Si with heavily doped n-type profiles is related to the detector work function, Φ(det.). That is, with
the development of scintillation material and photomultipliers,
modern SEM systems tend to have higher Φ(det.) values and
therefore provide better capability to enable quantitative correlations for SEMDCI of n-type doped silicon.
We also demonstrated a clear quantitative correlation
between the SEM signal and the electron concentration across a
wide range of emitter profiles. In this work, three research gaps
have been addressed:
1. Unlike those previously employed assistive (contrast-enhancing) techniques used for n-type Si to obtain SEMDCI with
good image quality, our work proves that using a simple SEM
technique without employing any additional techniques is
sufficient to achieve good contrast.
2. With a wide range of emitter doping profiles used for establishing a quantitative correlation between NEI(%) and Φ(sample),
we provided guidelines for an empirical baseline correction
which includes a new contrast definition, normalized effective
intensity [NEI(%)], so that any subtle variation between different SEM imaging sessions can be normalized. We suggest
that the baseline correction improves the flexibility of future
SEMDCI work conducted on the same SEM system, making
our improved SEMDCI more universal. Furthermore, we propose that, 2D quantitative electron concentration mapping for
any specimen can be derived without the need to simultaneously image a corresponding reference sample.
3. For the first time, we demonstrate and validate a 2D electron
concentration map for a phosphorus-diffused planar silicon
sample. The limitations of using electron concentration as
a doping level indicator were discussed. The limitations in
directly converting the SE signal to phosphorus concentration
were also discussed. We also tested our method on textured
silicon samples and discussed the outlook for achieving highquality 2D electron concentration maps for nanotextured
silicon. A qualitative comparison between the 2D electron
concentration maps for RP, MCCE, and RIE agrees with our
previous studies where the enhanced doping in the tips of
larger nanofeatures (with lower surface-to-volume ratios)
does not significantly contribute to the measured sheet
resistance which is primarily determined by the lateral current
flow in the underlying substrate.
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